What to know about

Governor Abbott’s latest executive order on COVID-19 in Texas

For Tarrant and other counties not in an area of high hospitalizations (COVID patients make up at least 15% of all hospital capacity for seven consecutive days):

Effective Wednesday, March 10:

- All businesses may open at 100% capacity.
- No state mask mandate is in effect, and no local governmental mask mandates are allowed. Businesses may require masks at their discretion. A federal mask requirement remains in effect for public transportation, federal buildings, etc.
- Outdoor gatherings are allowed.
- Social distancing is not required.
- Elective surgeries and procedures are allowed.
- Public schools will operate under Texas Education Agency guidance.

Note: Business establishments may have their own rules for additional hygiene measures, including wearing a mask.

To learn more about the new order, contact the City of Fort Worth COVID-19 hotline at 817-392-8478 or by email at COVID19@FortWorthTexas.gov.